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HORIZONTAL BASIC / LH-B

The low profile and flexible design of the Horizontal 
Basic fan coil (LH-B/low static and HL-B/high static) 
is ideal for multiple applications. The slim, compact 
design is well suited for drop-ceiling, closet, hallway 
and other concealed applications. The Horizontal 
Basic comes with a powder coated epoxy drain pan 
and a wide range of coil, motor and controls options. 
These models have no exterior cabinet

HORIZONTAL WITH RETURN AIR PLENUM / LH-R

The Horizontal with Return Air Plenum (LH-R/low 
static and HL-R/high static) is our basic model with a 
galvanized rear return air plenum. Ideal for mounting 
above ceilings, in closets, hallways and bathroom 
areas, the plenum conceals the unit’s blower motor 
which is easily accessible for service by removing 
the bottom panel. Available as a rear return CH-R or 
bottom return LH-Q. Comes with throwaway filter.

HORIZONTAL DELUXE / LH-D

The Horizontal Deluxe fan coil (LH-D/low static and 
HL- D/high static) is designed for horizontal exposed 
ceiling mounted applications. The Horizontal Deluxe 
is our basic unit housed in a cabinet intended for “free 
blow” exposed ceiling mounting. Ideal for remodel 
situations where adding AC ductwork is limited. 
Deluxe cabinets are constructed of cold rolled steel 
and finished with 385˚ baked on tough, soft white 
epoxy powder coated finish.

HORIZONTAL FLUSH / LH-F

The Horizontal Flush (LH-F/low static and HL-F/high 
static) is a recessed fan coil designed for flush ceiling 
applications. This unit is designed to accommodate 
ducted supply air. The telescoping frame and hinged 
access panel of the Horizontal Flush give it the 
flexibility to accommodate any type of ceiling. Same 
attractive, durable powder coated access panel as the 
Horizontal Deluxe.

HORIZONTAL FAN COILS 
 LH / LH SERIES  
 200 - 1,200 CFM
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HORIZONTAL DELUXE BOTTOM SUPPLY  
& RETURN LH-E

The Horizontal Flush Bottom Supply and Return 
(LH-E/low static and HL-E/high static) is a recessed 
fan coil designed for flush ceiling applications. The 
telescoping frame and hinged access panel of the 
Horizontal Flush Bottom Supply and Return allow it to 
fit any type of ceiling. The unit comes in the  
same attractive, durable powder coated cabinet as 
the Horizontal Deluxe.

HORIZONTAL WITH BOTTOM RETURN AIR   
PLENUM / LH-Q

The Horizontal with Bottom Return-Air Plenum 
(LH-Q) is a low-static (up to .25 ESP) fan coil that 
comes with a coil, blower/motor assembly with quick-
connect plug and a galvanized steel, powder-coated 
epoxy drain pan covered with ⅛-inch thick insulation. 
The galvanized steel plenum is insulated with 
½-inch thick, over three pound density, neoprene-
coated fiberglass. The plenum conceals the fan and 
motor assembly that is easily accessed for service by 
removing the back panel. This unit is easily mounted 
above ceilings, in closets, and in hallways.

LOW PROFILE HORIZONTAL 

This basic low-static with ultra low profile horizontal 
(LH-X) is ideal for multiple applications.  It’s slim, 
compact design is well suited for drop ceiling, closet, 
hallway and other concealed applications where our 
horizontal basic (LH-B) dimensions are not adequate.  
These fan coils come with a powder coated epoxy 
drain pan with a wide range of coil, motor and 
controls options.

LOW PROFILE HORIZONTAL (LH-X) with  
RETURN AIR PLENUM / LH-Y

The LP-X horizontal fan coil with return air plenum 
(LH-Y) is our basic LH-X with a galvanized rear return 
air plenum, ideal for mounting above ceilings, in 
closets, hallways and bathroom areas, the plenum 
conceals the unit’s blower motor which is easily 
accessible for service by removing the bottom panel.  
Rear air plenum units come with throwaway filter.
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